Modeling and Enhanced Error-Free Current Control Strategy for Inverter with Virtual Resistor Damping
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Abstract: In microgrid, the grid-connected inverter current with the LCL (inductor-capacitor-inductor) output filter is amplified at certain frequencies. Using virtual resistor damping method can help suppress the amplification. By choosing an appropriate virtual resistor value, the model of the inverter current control loop is simplified as a 2nd-order lowpass filter. Based on such simplified model, this paper proposes a design method of reference current compensation controller, which does not require decomposition of harmonic components. With the reference compensation, the inverter output current control precision is improved obviously. The simulation and experimental results verify the accuracy of the inverter simplified model and effectiveness of the reference compensation design method.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing concerns of traditional energy shortage, greenhouse gas emissions, environmental pollution problem and so on, applications of microgrid become popular [1,2]. The typical microgrid system contains traditional power grid and DG (Distributed Generation) system [3–5]. The technology of DG system has been developed rapidly [6,7]. A lot of research results show that the DG inverter has the power quality control ability [8,9], such as being used to compensate load harmonic current [10,11]. For harmonic current compensation, the output harmonic current control performance directly affects the harmonic current compensation effect of DG inverter.

In microgrid, the inverter needs an effective filter [12,13] to avoid switching and multiple-switching frequency harmonics [14]. Compared with the L filter, the LCL filter is a more attractive solution [15,16]. However, because the potential resonance problem [17–20], precise current control of inverter with LCL filter is difficult in practical application.

The resonance problem can be solved by active damping method. In general, active damping is realized by introducing one more feedforward variable into the control loop [21]. There are mainly two situations. First, for grid-side current control, feeding back converter-side current [22] or capacitor current [23,24] can both achieve good damping effect. In [22], the current control loop is double-loop structure. The outer loop controls the output current and the inner loop stabilizes the system. In [23,24], the feeding back capacitor current is used to generate an additional current reference. This is equivalent to adding a resistor to the mathematical model. They only focus on the control of fundamental component. The harmonic component control with virtual resistor damping is not analyzed [25–28]. Second, for inverter-side current control, capacitor voltage contributes to stabilize the system [29–31].
In [30], dead-beat control is used as current controller and the capacitor harmonic voltage is introduced into the current control loop through a proportional controller, suppressing resonance effectively. But the control target is only the output fundamental current, the effect on the output harmonic current control is also not analyzed. In [31], based on NORTON’s equivalence circuit, the effect of virtual resistance on the inverter output harmonic current amplitude is studied. The output harmonic current phase delay is compensated by closed-loop control of filter capacitor harmonic voltage phase. Although the output harmonic current is controlled, the output harmonic current phase is not sampled and the capacitor voltage phases of each harmonics are extracted separately. The compensation is indirect and discrete.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a simple control method to improve the effect of inverter harmonic current control. Firstly, the equivalent current source model of inverter with virtual resistor is established. Secondly, the paper has analyzed the relationship between virtual resistor value and inverter harmonic current control character. The model of the inverter current control loop can be simplified as 2nd-order lowpass filter by choosing appropriate resistor value, which can be obtained according to the quality factor regulation of the simplified model. Thirdly, the phase lag angle of inverter output harmonic current and the harmonic compensation error are analyzed quantitatively. Then the design method of reference compensation controller is proposed based on the simplified model. And then, the paper discusses the influence of LCL parameters on reference compensation control. Finally, the simulation and experimental results show the correctness of the simplified model and the effectiveness of the reference compensation.

2. Modelling of the Inverter with Virtual Resistor Control

The configuration of system with grid-connected distributed inverter of the microgrid is shown in the Figure 1. There is power grid, PV and its inverter. They provide electricity to the load together.

![Figure 1. Circuit diagram of microgrid.](image)

In the microgrid system, except providing fundamental energy, distributed inverter can also output harmonic current $I_{g,h}$ to compensate the load harmonic current $I_{load,h}$. There are already lots of research on the distributed inverter control and mainly focus on fundamental component [32–34]. In this section, harmonic current control model of the inverter with virtual resistor damping is established.

The schematic diagram of distributed inverter is presented in Figure 2, the upper part is the main circuit configuration and the lower part is the digital control diagram. $L_1$ is the converter-side filter inductance and $L_2$ is the grid-side filter inductance, $C_f$ is the filter capacitor.

The current control method here is based on the traditional proportional control method. Converter side current $I_L$ is selected as the controlled object and filter capacitor voltage $V_C$ is measured.
for system synchronization and active damping, in this way only two feedback sensors are needed. The inverter output voltage is expressed as Equation (1):

\[ V_{PWM}(s) = V_c(s) + K_p(I_{\text{ref}}(s) - I_{VD}(s) - I_L(s)) \]  

(1)

Here \( I_{\text{ref}}(s) \) and \( I_L(s) \) are the reference current and the measured converter-side feedback current, respectively. \( K_p \) is a parameter of current controller, equals to a constant value. \( V_c(s) \) is the measured capacitor voltage, used to compensate the disturbance of ac side voltage. \( I_{VD}(s) \) is the damping current, which is generated by capacitor harmonic voltage, as shown in Equation (2).

\[ I_{VD}(s) = \frac{V_c(s)}{R_V} \]  

(2)

In the Equation (2), \( R_V \) is a constant value with the unit ohms, equals to the virtual resistor’s value. In this way, the virtual resistor is parallel connect with the filter capacitor, as in Figure 2. Based on the open-loop transfer function of LCL network, Equations (3)–(5), the relationship between the output current \( I_g(s) \) and the reference current \( I_{\text{ref}}(s) \) of the inverter can be obtained, as Equation (6):

\[ I_L(s) = H_1(s)V_{PWM}(s) + H_2(s)V_{PCC}(s) \]  

(3)

\[ I_g(s) = H_3(s)V_{PWM}(s) + H_4(s)V_{PCC}(s) \]  

(4)

\[ V_c(s) = H_5(s)V_{PWM}(s) + H_6(s)V_{PCC}(s) \]  

(5)

The coefficients \( H_1(s) \)–\( H_6(s) \) are determined by LCL filter parameters and are shown at the end of this section.

\[ I_g(s) = G_T^{\text{ad}}(s)I_{\text{ref}}(s) - Y_{eq}^{\text{ad}}(s)V_{PCC}(s) \]  

(6)

The coefficients \( G_T^{\text{ad}}(s) \) and \( -Y_{eq}^{\text{ad}}(s) \) describe the output current responses to the current reference and the PCC voltage, respectively. The detailed expressions are described as follows:

\[ G_T^{\text{ad}}(s) = \frac{K_pH_3(s)}{1 - H_5(s)(1 - \frac{K_p}{R_c}) + K_pH_1(s)} \]  

(7)
Y_{eq}^{ad}(s) = \frac{K_p H_2(s) H_3(s) - H_3(s) H_6(s) (1 - \frac{K_p}{R_v})}{1 - H_5(s)(1 - \frac{K_p}{R_v}) + K_p H_1(s)} - H_4(s) \quad (8)

Figure 3 describes the corresponding Norton’s equivalent circuit of the inverter. $G_T^{ad}(s)$ behaves as the coefficient of current source and $Y_{eq}^{ad}(s)$ represents as the associated parallel admittance.

\begin{align*}
H_1(s) &= \frac{L_2 C f s^2 + 1}{L_1 L_2 C f s^3 + (L_1 + L_2)s} \quad (9) \\
H_2(s) &= -\frac{1}{L_1 L_2 C f s^3 + (L_1 + L_2)s} \quad (10) \\
H_3(s) &= \frac{1}{L_1 L_2 C f s^3 + (L_1 + L_2)s} \quad (11) \\
H_4(s) &= -\frac{L_1 C f s + 1}{L_1 L_2 C f s^3 + (L_1 + L_2)s} \quad (12) \\
H_5(s) &= \frac{L_2 s}{L_1 L_2 C f s^3 + (L_1 + L_2)s} \quad (13) \\
H_6(s) &= \frac{L_1 s}{L_1 L_2 C f s^3 + (L_1 + L_2)s} \quad (14)
\end{align*}

3. Optimal Virtual Resistor Value of the Inverter

Form the Equation (7), the value of virtual resistor affects the coefficients $G_T^{ad}(s)$. It means $R_v$ value can regulate the harmonic current control performance. Bode plot of coefficient $G_T^{ad}(s)$ with different $R_v$ is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 lists the parameters of the system.
Figure 3. Equivalent current source model of the inverter.
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3. Optimal Virtual Resistor Value of the Inverter

From Equation (7), the value of virtual resistor affects the coefficients \( \frac{G_{ad}}{T(s)} \). It means that the value can regulate the harmonic current control performance. Bode plot of coefficient \( \frac{G_{ad}}{T(s)} \) with different virtual resistor is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 lists the parameters of the system.

![Figure 4. Bode plot of \( \frac{G_{ad}}{T(s)} \) with different virtual resistor.](image)

**Table 1. Parameters of the System.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L_1 )</td>
<td>0.6 mH</td>
<td>( V_{dc} )</td>
<td>600 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_2 )</td>
<td>0.6 mH</td>
<td>( V_{grid} )</td>
<td>380 V (50 Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_f )</td>
<td>6 ( \mu F )</td>
<td>( K_p )</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_{grid} )</td>
<td>0.1 mH</td>
<td>( f_s )</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Figure 4, the \( \mathbf{R_v} \) value has both effect on the amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency characteristics of \( \frac{G_{ad}}{T(s)} \). From the amplitude-frequency characteristic curve, as the \( \mathbf{R_v} \) value decreases, the curve decreases more near the resonant frequency. And there is an optimal virtual resistance value (\( \mathbf{R_v} = 9.3 \) \( \Omega \)), which can make the amplitude-frequency characteristic curve closer to unit 1 below 2 kHz. From the phase-frequency characteristic curve, all the curves cross 90° at resonance frequency. Below the resonance frequency, smaller \( \mathbf{R_v} \) value responses to more phase lag; above the resonance frequency, smaller \( \mathbf{R_v} \) value response to less phase lag.

The coefficients \( \frac{G_{ad}}{T(s)} \) is 3-order s-domain function, related to the LCL parameters, current control loop \( K_p \) and virtual resistance \( \mathbf{R_v} \), as follow:

\[
G_{ad}^1(s) = \frac{K_p}{L_1L_2Cs^3 + K_pL_2Cs^2 + (L_1 + K_pL_2/R_v)s + K_p}
\]

In Equation (15), the coefficient of \( s^3 \) term is \( 2.16 \times 10^{-12} \), and the coefficient of \( s^2 \) is \( 1.08 \times 10^{-7} \), which is about 10^5 times of the coefficient of \( s^3 \). When the \( s^3 \) term in Equation (15) is removed, the approximate expression of \( G_{ad}^1(s) \) is obtained, as Equation (16):

\[
\hat{G}_{ad}^1(s) = \frac{1/(L_2C_f)}{s^2 + (L_1 + K_pL_2/R_v)/(K_pL_2C_f)s + 1/(L_2C_f)}
\]

When Equation (16) is regarded as the expression of 2nd-order lowpass filter, the corresponding cutoff frequency and quality factor are respectively.

\[
\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{1}{L_2C_f}}
\]
According to Equation (17), the cutoff frequency is a function of the grid-side inductor \( L_2 \) and the filter capacitor \( C_t \). The quality factor is a function of the virtual resistor \( R_v \) and LCL parameters. For 2\(^{nd}\)-order lowpass filter, when the value of quality factor is 0.707, the amplitude-frequency characteristic curve has not overshoot. According to the parameters in Table 1, the cutoff frequency is 16,666.67 rad/s, and the optimal virtual resistor values is 9.3 \( \Omega \).

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the transfer function \( G_{\text{in}}^{\text{rd}}(s) \) and the transfer function of the second order low pass filter (LPF). In Figure 5, the model of the inverter with optimal virtual resistor damping (blue line) is very similar to that of the 2\(^{nd}\)-order lowpass filter (red line). For the amplitude-frequency characteristic, the inverter and the 2\(^{nd}\)-order lowpass filter are basically the same below 1 kHz. Then, as the frequency increases, the attenuation of the 2\(^{nd}\)-order lowpass filter is greater than that of the inverter. For the phase-frequency characteristic, the two models almost coincide with each other below resonant frequency.

\[
\delta = \frac{L_1 R_v + K_p L_2}{2 K_p R_v} \omega_n
\]  

(18)

4. Reference Current Compensation Method

With the optimal virtual resistor damping, the output current control performance of the inverter can be approximately a 2\(^{nd}\)-order lowpass filtering model. Although the amplitude of the output current is almost the same as the reference current, but the phase lag problem needs be considered carefully. At the frequency 1.5 kHz, the phase lag degree is almost 45 degrees. This will affect the harmonic current compensation ability of inverter.

The relationship of current vector of system in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, \( I_{\text{load},h} \) is the load harmonic current. Naturally, the amplitude-equal and phase-inverse vector \( I_{\text{ref},h} \) is the reference harmonic current of the inverter. As mentioned before, the output current is amplitude-equal but phase-lag, as vector \( I_{g,h} \) in Figure 6. The synthetic vector \( I_{\text{grid},h} \) is the grid harmonic current. The fact that \( I_{\text{grid},h} \) is not equal to zero means poor harmonic current compensation performance of the inverter.
In order to evaluate the influence of phase lag on current control, harmonic compensation error rate $\alpha$ is defined, as shown in Equation (19).

$$\alpha = \frac{|I_{grid,h}|}{|I_{load,h}|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

In Equation (19), the numerator is the grid harmonic current, the denominator is the load harmonic current. When without any compensation, the grid harmonic current is equal to the load harmonic current, the ratio $\alpha$ is equal to unit 1. When with compensation, the grid harmonic current is less than the load harmonic current, the ratio $\alpha$ is less than unit 1. When the $\alpha$ is equal to 0, means no harmonic component in the grid current, also corresponds to the best current control effect.

With optimal virtual resistor, the amplitude of the output current is the same as the reference current. Then the harmonic compensation error rate is a function of lag angle, as Equation (20):

$$\alpha = \frac{\sqrt{|I_{g,h}|^2 + |I_{Load,h}|^2 - 2|I_{g,h}| |I_{Load,h}| \cos \theta}}{|I_{Load,h}|} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Table 2 shows the phase delay angle and compensation error rate below $f < 1.5$ kHz. From Table 2, phase lag problem will lead to serious harmonic compensation error, especially for the high frequency harmonics. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate the phase of the reference current to reduce the current control error.

**Table 2. Phase Delay and Harmonic Compensation Error.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic Order</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>7th</th>
<th>11th</th>
<th>13th</th>
<th>17th</th>
<th>19th</th>
<th>23th</th>
<th>25th</th>
<th>29th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>7.6°</td>
<td>10.7°</td>
<td>16.8°</td>
<td>19.9°</td>
<td>26.2°</td>
<td>29.4°</td>
<td>35.7°</td>
<td>38.9°</td>
<td>45.6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ (%)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 shows the principle of reference compensation control.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of reference compensation.

The reference current $I_{ref}$ first goes through a regulation loop, whose function is to generate a new reference $I_{ref}^{new}$. The new reference is phase ahead of the old ones, and the leading angle increases with the frequency increase. Although the output current is still lagging the new reference $I_{ref}^{new}$, but the output current is consistent with reference current $I_{ref}$. In this way, the phase delay of the output current is compensated.

Considering that the current control model of the inverter with optimal virtual resistor is basically agree with the 2nd-order lowpass filter in the phase-frequency characteristics. Therefore, the reference current regulation method proposed in this paper is based on the inverter’s 2nd-order lowpass filtering model $G_T^{ad}(s)$.

The reference compensation process is to divide the reference current $I_{ref}(s)$ by the inverter’s 2nd-order lowpass filter model, as Equation (21).

$$I_{ref}^{new}(s) = I_{ref}(s) \cdot \frac{1}{G_T^{ad}(s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)
With the reference compensation, the inverter output current is:

\[ I^\text{ad}_g(s) = I^\text{ref}(s)G(s) - Y^\text{eq}(s)V_{PCC}(s) \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Here,

\[ G(s) = G^\text{ad}_I(s) \cdot \frac{1}{G^\text{ad}_T(s)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

The characteristics of \( G(s) \) determine the inverter current control character. Figure 8 is the bode plot of \( G(s) \). It can be seen from the amplitude-frequency characteristic of the coefficient \( G(s) \) that below 1 kHz, the curve is basically equal to unit 1. From the phase-frequency characteristic, the phase lag problem is well compensated below 2.5 kHz. Above all, for the application of frequency \( f < 1.5 \) kHz, the reference current compensation based on 2\textsuperscript{nd}-order lowpass filter model has obvious effect.

The comparison results of harmonic compensation error rate without and with reference compensation method are shown in Table 3.

As can be seen from the data in Table 3, when there is no reference compensation, the error rate of harmonic compensation is large, and the compensation error rate increases with the increase of harmonic frequency. While with the reference compensation, the compensation error rate of each harmonic has been significantly reduced.

Table 3. Error of the harmonic current compensation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Mode</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>7th</th>
<th>11th</th>
<th>13th</th>
<th>17th</th>
<th>19th</th>
<th>23rd</th>
<th>25th</th>
<th>29th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without reference compensation</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With reference compensation</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 8. Bode plot of the coefficient \( G(s) \).](Image)

5. Effect of LCL Parameters on Performance of the Reference Compensation Method

The 2\textsuperscript{nd}-order lowpass filter model of the inverter ignores the three orders item of the transfer function \( G^\text{ad}_I(s) \) in its closed-loop model, which affects the final reference compensation effect. As can be seen from Figure 8, when the frequency is less than 1.5 kHz, the phase lags problem is well compensated. But with the frequency increasing, the amplitude frequency-characteristic of \( G(s) \) has overshoot. For different LCL parameters, the effect of reference compensation control is different.

Many literatures have studied the parameter design methods of LCL filter. The LCL parameter design method is not studied in this paper. Based on the parameter design method \([33,34]\), this paper...
selects four different LCL parameters, as shown in Table 4. For each group, the grid-side inductance is equal to the inverter-side inductance. And they have the same resonance frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>( L_1 = L_2 )</th>
<th>( C_f )</th>
<th>( f_r )</th>
<th>( f_{LPF} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8 mH</td>
<td>4.5 µF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6 mH</td>
<td>6 µF</td>
<td>3700 Hz</td>
<td>2653 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4 mH</td>
<td>9 µF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2 mH</td>
<td>18 µF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Equation (24) is the resonant frequency of LCL filter.

\[
f_r = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{L_1 + L_2}{L_1 L_2 C}} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{2}{L_2 C}} = \sqrt{2}f_{LPF}
\] (24)

Equation (24) shows that when \( L_1 = L_2 \) and the resonance frequency is the same, the four groups of parameters have the same 2nd-order lowpass filter model. The bode plot of \( G(s) \) is shown in the Figure 9.

In the Figure 9, the four phase-frequency characteristic curves crossing 0 degree at the same frequency. The simplified expression of \( G(s) \) is as follows:

\[
G(s) = \frac{s^2 + 1.414\omega_c s + \omega_c^2}{\frac{1}{K_p} s^3 + s^2 + 1.414\omega_c s + \omega_c^2}
\] (25)

The zero-cross frequency of the phase-frequency characteristic curves can be obtained by solving Equation (26).

\[
\angle |G(s)| = 0^\circ
\] (26)

The result is \( \omega_x = \omega_{LPF} \), it is just equal to cut-off frequency of the inverter’s 2nd-order lowpass filter model. And the amplitude value at this frequency is:

\[
|G(s)| = \frac{1.414}{1.414 - L_1 \omega_{LPF}/K_p}
\] (27)
According to the above analysis, LCL parameters have the following two effects on the reference compensation control:

1. Below cut-off frequency, the higher the inductance value, the greater the overshoot of the amplitude-frequency curve; Conversely, the lower the inductance value, the amplitude-frequency curve is closer to unit 1.

2. Below cut-off frequency, the higher the inductance value, the greater the overshoot of the phase-frequency curve; Conversely, the lower the inductance value, the phase-frequency curve is closer to zero.

In conclusion, the smaller the inductance value, the better the effect of reference compensation.

6. Simulation and Experimental Verification

To verify the correctness of the theory and the validity of the method, the theoretical derivation was verified under simulation (PSIM) and experiment (laboratory platform). The proposed current control method is applied to active power filter. Parameters are same as list in Table 1.

6.1. Simulation

In simulation, a controlled current source is used to inject harmonics into the power grid to simulate the nonlinear load. The harmonic order is 5, 11, 17, 23 and 29 \((6n - 1)\). With optimal virtual resistor, the simulation results are shown in Figure 10. From the simulation results, harmonic component in grid current is very large. By comparing the waveform of reference current and output current, the output current has serious phase lag problem.

The simulation results in Figure 11 are with the reference compensation control. The load does not change, so the load current with reference compensation is just same as Figure 10b. In Figure 11, the load harmonic current is the reference current before compensation (Figure 11b). It is the phase-lag of the reference current after compensation (Figure 11c). Because of the “lowpass filter characteristics” of the inverter, the output current (Figure 11d) is also phase-lag of the reference current after compensation (Figure 11c). That makes the output current (Figure 11c) just in accordance with the load harmonic current (Figure 11b). The harmonic component in grid current is reduced obviously. The control effect of inverter output current is guaranteed.

![Figure 10. Simulation result without reference compensation. (a) grid current; (b) load current; (c) reference current; (d) output current.](image-url)
The simulation results are shown in Figure 10. From the simulation results, the harmonic component in the grid current is very large. By comparing the waveform of the reference current and the output current, the output current has a serious phase lag problem.

The simulation results in Figure 11 are with reference compensation control. The load does not change, so the load current with reference compensation is the same as Figure 10b. In Figure 11, the load harmonic current is the reference current before compensation (Figure 11b). It is the phase-lag of the reference current after compensation (Figure 11c). Because of the "lowpass filter characteristics" of the inverter, the output current (Figure 11d) is also phase-lag of the reference current after compensation (Figure 11c). That makes the output current (Figure 11c) just in accordance with the load harmonic current (Figure 11b). The harmonic component in the grid current is reduced obviously. The control effect of the inverter output current is guaranteed.

For different LCL parameters (first set of parameters in Table 4), simulation verification is also carried out. The FFT result of the grid current is shown in Figure 12.

From Figure 12, when without reference compensation control, the current in the power grid contains a large harmonic component, and the harmonic component gradually increases with the increase of frequency. While, with the reference compensation control, the harmonic component in the power grid is obviously smaller, and the improvement effect is still good when the frequency increases. For different LCL parameters, the smaller L value can realize better current control effect.

### 6.2. Experiment

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 13.

![Experimental setup](image)

**Figure 13.** Experimental setup.

The inverter is a single-phase 4.5 kVA, four discrete insulated-gate bipolar transistors (Infineon IKW40T120) were employed. DSP (Digital Signal Processor, TI TMS320F2812) is the micro-controller, switching frequency and sampling frequency are both 20 kHz. The nonlinear load is a diode rectifier with resistance-inductance load ($R_{\text{load}} = 40 \, \Omega$, $L_{\text{load}} = 2 \, \text{mH}$).

Figure 14 is the experimental result of grid current, load current, and inverter output current. Figure 15 is the FFT analysis of the experimental results.

![FFT analysis](image)

**Figure 15.** FFT analysis of the experimental results.

From Figure 15a, the amplitude of the inverter output current is almost the same for both control methods, meaning the reference compensation control does not change the amplitude of the output current. However, when without reference compensation, the phase delay problem is serious, with the phase lag angle increasing as the frequency increases. With the reference compensation control, the phase delay of output current for each harmonic is compensated well.
For different LCL parameters (first set of parameters in Table 4), simulation verification is also carried out. The FFT result of the grid current is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. FFT results of grid current.

From Figure 12, when without reference compensation control, the current in power grid contains a large harmonic component, and the harmonic component gradually increases with the increase of frequency. While, with the reference compensation control, the harmonic component in the power grid is obviously smaller, and the improvement effect is still good when the frequency increase. For different LCL parameters, the smaller L value can realize better current control effect.

6.2. Experiment

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Experimental setup.

The inverter is single-phase 4.5 kVA, four discrete insulated-gate bipolar transistors (Infineon IKW40T120) were employed. DSP (Digital Signal Processor, TI TMS320F2812) is the micro-controller, switching frequency and sampling frequency are both 20 kHz. The nonlinear load is diode rectifier with resistance-inductance load ($R_{load} = 40 \Omega$, $L_{load} = 2 \text{ mH}$).

Figure 14 is the experimental result of grid current, load current and inverter output current. Figure 15 is the FFT analysis of the experimental results.

Figure 14. Experimental result. (a) Without reference compensation; (b) with reference compensation.

Figure 15. FFT analysis of Experimental result. (a) Amplitude; (b) phase delay.

7. Conclusions

Virtual resistor damping affects the current control character of the inverter. With optimal virtual resistor value, the output current amplitude control precision is enhanced. In this condition, the current source model of the inverter can be simplified as 2nd-order lowpass filter. It means the simplified model can also be used to design the reference compensation controller. For the proposed reference compensation method, there is no need to decompose harmonic components, and only requires LCL parameters and current control loop parameters. It greatly simplifies the design of reference compensation.
Figure 15a is the amplitude of the inverter output current, and Figure 15b is the phase of the inverter output current. For both control method, the amplitude of the inverter output current is almost the same, means the reference compensation control does not change the amplitude of the output current. But, when without reference compensation, the phase delay problem is serious. And the phase lag angle increases as the frequency increases. With the reference compensation control, the phase delay of output current for each harmonic is compensated well.

**Figure 15.** FFT analysis of Experimental result. (a) Amplitude; (b) phase delay.

7. Conclusions

Virtual resistor damping affects the current control character of the inverter. With optimal virtual resistor value, the output current amplitude control precision is enhanced. In this condition, the current source model of the inverter can be simplified as 2nd-order lowpass filter. It means the simplified model can also be used to design the reference compensation controller. For the proposed reference compensation method, there is no need to decompose harmonic components, and only requires LCL parameters and current control loop parameters. It greatly simplifies the design of reference compensation.

In this paper, only the steady-state current control effect is analyzed. The study of dynamic characteristics, and typical operations are also very necessary and will be carried out in the next step.
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